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Introduction

3 impressive EQs (A-B-C) switchable by band

With the SAND3 suite we have faithfully recreated the sound characteristics of classic British high-end mixing 
consoles and recording studio hardware. It includes a powerful channel-strip featuring a combination of many 
devices into a single plugin, characterized by unique color with incredible new features. First of all let us briefly 
look at some of the plugin’s key features before moving on to its specific controls. 
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56 different routings contained 
within one control panel.

5 smooth and clean preamps.

3 distinct cut filters (A-B-C)

3 powerful COMPS (A-C-D) to 
glue your sound.
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Acustica Audio:

Acustica Audio is a leading company specializing in analog hardware virtualization. 
Since the birth of Nebula in the summer of 2005, there has been an active collaboration between forward 
think ing developers, beta testers, audio engineers and equip ment samplers from around the world. The re-
search and development has progressed through many stag es and employs many innovative processes and 
tech nologies as yet unheard of in other products or devices.

The company’s goal is to provide the most authentic re production of sampled vintage gear and other high-
end hardware devices, using the revolutionary technology Vectorial Volterra Kernels Technology (V.V.K.T.) 
without the negative artifacts created by the current convolution technology.

After many years of fruitful labor, this creative forward think ing group has evolved into a team of experts in 
knowing what it takes to serve the “best of both worlds” (digital & analog). 
Acustica… Audio Renaissance

The SAND3 suite is the natural choice for all those who “mix in a box” and musicians in need of authentic em-
ulations of classic devices, improved with Acustica technology and equipped with new parameters.

SAND3 is a bundle consiting of 6 different plugins:

- SAND3 STRIP ( Full channel strip with EQ, compres sors and preamp options )
- SAND3 EQ ( 3 band EQ module with 3 selectable per band models including a complete PREAMPS section )
- SAND3 PG EQ (Homebrew EQ)
- SAND3 PE EQ (Homebrew EQ)
- SAND3 COMP ( 3 switchable Single band compressors)
- SAND 3 PRE (56 different preamps: 32 MIC, 16 LINE, 8 GROUP)

To facilitate and ensure a proper understanding of this plugin suite. In the following chapters we will describe 
each of SAND3’s channel-strip modules.

NOTE: the additional features of the SAND3 standalone plugin not present in the strip plugin  will be ex-
plained in the ‘Extra’ chapter 35.

DETAILS:

SAND3 channel-strip consists of four main components:

- EQs (A mode, B mode, C mode)
- Filters (A mode, B mode, C mode)
- Comps (A mode, C mode, D mode)
- Control (& PREAMPS)

Refer to pag.8 for details about the strip version



Core14 AI introduces 4 significant updates:
- AI Deep learning (IRIS)

DETAILS
- AI allows you to replicate the actions of a mixing and mastering engineer and reproduce the settings he/she 
would make on the audio input of the plugin, imitating his/her style.
- New Nebula Universal Wrapper v2 (NUW)
- Inference engine based on Tensorflow models, arranged in smart presets
- JUCE framework upgraded to version 4.3.1
- Backward compatibility with NUW v1
- VST3 SDK upgraded to version 3.6.7
- AAX SDK upgraded to version 2.3.2
- Native side-chain support for AAX, VST3 and AU
- Completely new, overhauled input/output, bus/channel management
- Support for VST3 64 bit processing
- Improved AU channel handling

FIXES
- Fixed FL Studio VST3 issues
- Fixed Cubase and Nuendo macOS VST3 crash with plug-in A/B button
- Fixed double engine instantiation
- New metering engine (EVFb)
- VU with various filter types (IEC A, B, C, D, Z, BS.1770) and various standards (DIN, Nordic, North Amer-
ican, EBU, Standard)
- EBU R128 (short-term, momentary and integral) - RMS (EBU, K20, K14, K12)
- Core optimisations

FEATURES
- Better internal ruoting (blender engine that can work in various positions of the DSP chain of each internal 
in stance)
- Direct access mode of the follower envelopes, better synchronization between the various elements). 
- PPM (peak, true peak with oversampling)

Acustica Audio’s plug-ins come in two versions: ZL (zero latency) and normal (non ZL). While the ZL version 
does not introduce any latency to your system, the standard version does.
This buffer varies in size for each plug-in and helps to sig nificantly reduce the CPU and system load of your 
com puter. For this reason we recommend that you use a ZL instance only whilst tracking.

Keep in mind that anything that can reduce the CPU load on your system should be considered. For example 
the track count of your session, the number of plug-in in stances used, sample rate, etc. You could also consider 
the use of direct monitoring or double the buffer/hybrid audio engine in your host if available. 

Basically both plug-in instances are identical but the cur rent Acqua engine can work with a long audio buffer 
or without any audio buffer. The instance without audio buff ers, “ZL”, or zero latency, do not have any audio 
buffer pre-loaded, and will process the audio without any delay, so at the same time the CPU load will be higher 
compared to the standard non ZL instance. The idea behind a ZL instance is to give users the option to run 
Acqua Effect products with minimal latency, which is useful for direct monitoring for example.

What is a ZL instance for?

Core 14:
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In order to maximize performance and usability of SAND3 on your computer, we suggest you follow some 
precau tionary rules that will help you save precious CPU cycles.

- First of all, set your buffer size setting as large as possi ble. There is generally no specific reason for using a 
low buffer size setting during mixing or mastering sessions. Increasing buffer sizes (hence also latency) highly 
de creases required CPU power.
- You should also consider only using the necessary fea tures. 

We do not ensure the complete absence of bugs or the perfect operation of the product. 
Before purchasing, we suggest you download the Trial version through Aquarius to verify the behavior of the 
plug-in with your sys tem. Trial products are fully-functional versions of the relative commercial plug-in. The 
trial period expires 30 days after activation. 
We do not take any responsibility for misuse of the prod uct, or collateral problems derived from it. 
Normally the Early Access period ends within 30 days from the publication on the product page but this period 
may vary at our discretion. 
This manual includes a description of the product but gives no guarantee for specific characteristics or suc-
cessful results. The design of our products is under con tinuous development and improvement. 

Technical specifications are subject to change.

SAND3 is one of a growing number in the Acqua Effects plug-in product line. Acustica Audio has been work-
ing on high-quality, analog hardware device software modeling for over eight years. The audio rendering 
engine, Acqua, embodies state of the art, sample-based products, and has set a new quality standard in the 
professional audio plug-in market.
Acustica Audio, in a move that is bold even for a cut ting-edge company like us, has sampled quite a remark-
able audio processor, which we are now bringing it to you in the form of a groundbreaking and exceptional 
sounding Acqua plug-in.
Of the current software plug-ins available on the market, none are based on sampling, and none come close 
to the sound of SAND3. SAND3 is based on our upgraded technol ogy that uses a new, extremely fast engine.

RECOMMENDATION: We recommend to our users to constantly spend time on proper hardware mainte-
nance, trying to have the proper symmetry between hardware, operating system, DAW and plug-ins. Please 
find below the system requirement table of SAND3; we do not guarantee correct functioning and compatibility 
for any DAW and Operating System not specifically men tioned in the following table.

System Requirements:

Performance Caution:
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Sampling Process:

Two sample rates are provided with SAND3; the native sam ple frequency is 96kHz. The 44.1kHz frequency is 
derived from the native one by a down-/up-sampling process. This method avoids any negative sample rate 
conversion (SRC) artifacts when matching projects with different sample rates; it also greatly helps with pro-
ject loading times.

The sampling process has been performed by Acusti ca Audio. The units were sampled with mastering qual-
ity converters, using a method which takes considera bly more time than the normal sampling standard. This 
method greatly enhances the response throughout the entire audio spectrum.

NOTES:
- Product release target OSs are: macOS 10.13.6 and Window 10 1803.
- Under minimum system requirements only one plug-in instance will run.
- Non genuine Apple devices are not supported.
- Xeon CPU are not recommended.
- 32 bits plug-in support will be removed on Q1 2020.
- VSTGUI3 framework support will be removed on Q1 2020.

IMPORTANT:
- It is the user’s responsibility to configure correctly the operating system, drivers and the DAW application
- The computer system should be optimized to work at high CPU load and low audio latency.

Why SAND?:

SAND is derived from the term “AUX-SEND” (short for “Auxiliary Send)” [/ɔːɡˈzɪljərɪ//sɛnd/]: it is an elec-
tronic signal-routing output used on multi-channel sound mixing consoles used in recording and broadcasting 
settings and on PA system amplifier-mixers used in music concerts. The signal from the auxiliary send is often 
routed through outboard audio processing effects units and then returned to the mixer using an auxiliary 
return input jack, thus creating an effects loop. This allows effects to be added to an audio source or channel 
within the mixing console (source: Wikipedia). The analogy with this term in our case is that the signal is 
routed to an external bus to the same channel which the effect is applied to. The routing is therefore the cor-
nerstone of this plugin.

S-AND deriving from “SUPER-AND” [/ˈsuːpə/ /ænd/]: in “Boolean algebra” the values of the variables are 
the truth values true and false, usually denoted 1 and 0 respectively. One of the main operations of Boolean al-
gebra is the conjunction and denoted as ∧. So the and of a set of operands is true if and only if all of its operands 
are true (source: Wikipedia). In our case this term denotes a “super-conjunction” to define a set of modules 
merged into a single product.
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Control section:

This section has been introduced in SAND3’s channel-strip to control the routing of the plugin.

INPUT knob sets the input level from -24dB to +24dB and is used to control the plugin’s input signal level

OUTPUT knob sets the output level from -24dB to +24dB and is used to control the plugin’s output signal level

OFF button to bypass the preamp section

The innovative idea was to create one unique control that simplifies the plugin’s routing operation by switch-
ing between the programs; 14 different routings coexisting in one control panel, which can be selected by the 
user through a stepped knob. Thanks to this, defining the internal chain of the plugin’s components is easy and 
intuitive!

This section also includes 5 switchable preamps and one control of the input and output.
Making the best use of this control section may seem difficult in the beginning, however all your efforts will be 
paid off once you enjoy the effects of its sound.

Sand3 Channel-strip
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The routing is controlled with a stepped knob, allowing you to adjust SAND3’s routings to its fourteen po-
sitions. Each position sets a different block configuration displayed on the “control monitor”. This way the 
routing is simple and intuitive. We believe it’s a simple and innovative idea to create one control that simplifies 
the plugin’s routing operation by switching between programs. Each block configuration is explained below.

SAND3 Channel Routing Diagrams

C: Compressor
F: Filter
E: Equalizer
S: Sidechain
I: Selector

SAND: Each position of the stepped knob corresponds to a different routing configuration (from 1 to 14)
LOAD: It displays the number of instances loaded. A higher value indicates high CPU usage.
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Internal/External sidechain:

Basically a sidechain compressor uses another signal other than the main input, the first one going through a 
sidechain channel, to control the amount of audio compression.

The dynamic compressor has two type of channels, the audio channels (1-2 input) and the sidechain chan-
nels(3-4 input). The routing control configurations allow to choose between the internal, or the external side 
chain input.

We use the term “internal sidechain” to specify that the compressor is fed internally (it means it has an internal 
routing) and the signal comes from the plugin itself.

It is called “external sidechain” when the input (entering the plugin and not necessarily the compressor, as 
it can be filtered or EQed before the dynamic section) goes through the sidechain channels (not the plugin’s 
channels), the signal sent to the sidechain is then the “control signal”. 

Explaination of the Sidechain behaviour on different formats:

VST2: Not recommended for Steinberg host (Cubase and Nuendo). Each sequencer has a sidechain connection 
method that could be different one from another, please check the relative daw’s operating manuals for details.

VST3: Recommended for Steinberg host as (Cubase and Nuendo). Each sequencer has a sidechain connection 
method that could be different one from another, please check the relative daw’s operating manuals for details.

AAX: the external sidechain routing controls a key input parameter to selectively modify the sidechain in PT. 
Audio channels (1-2), Sidechain channels (3-4).
NOTE: The sidechain are mono signal in Pro Tools

Some hosts do not support the channels 3 - 4 to avoid any crash: you can set the TAG: LEGACYSTEREO-
CHANNEL in the plugin’s XML Master which allows the old hosts to correctly transmit the requested chan-
nels (when the tag is set at 0 = 2 channels, when it’s set at 1 = 4 channels).
Users may contact our technical support for more details. 

AUDIO UNIT (AU): 
In Logic Pro X you may not see the Side Chain input at the top of the Plug-in window. To display the Side 
Chain control you need to enable Show Advanced Tools in the Logic Pro X preference panel. 
The Side Chain and other controls will then be displayed.
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1° step:
input 1+2 > compressor

2° step:
input 1+2 > compressor input (audio signal)
input 3+4 > compressor sidechain (control signal)

3° step:
input 1+2 > filter > equalizer > compressor input

4° step:
input 1+2 > filter > equalizer > compressor input (audio signal)
input 3+4 > compressor sidechain (control signal)

5° step:
input 1+2 > filter > compressor
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6° step:
input 1+2 > filter > compressor input (audio signal)
input 3+4 > compressor sidechain (control signal)

7° step:
input 1+2 > compressor input (audio signal)
input 1+2 > filter > equalizer > compressor sidechain (control signal)

8° step:
input 1+2 > compressor input (audio signal)
input 3+4 > filter > equalizer > compressor sidechain (control signal)

9° step:
input 1+2 > filter > compressor input (audio signal)
input 1+2 > filter > equalizer > compressor sidechain (control signal)

input 1+2 > filter > compressor input (audio signal)
input 3+4 > equalizer > compressor sidechain (control signal)
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11° step:
input 1+2 > equalizer > compressor input (audio signal)
input 1+2 > filter > compressor sidechain (control signal)

12° step:
input 1+2 > equalizer > compressor input (audio signal)
input 3+4 > filter > compressor sidechain (control signal)

13° step:
input 1+2 > compressor input (audio signal)
input 1+2 > filter > compressor sidechain (control signal)

14° step:
input 1+2 > compressor input (audio signal)
input 3+4 > filter > compressor sidechain (control signal)

DRY/WET control determines the mix proportion between the original (dry) and ‘effected’ (wet) signals. Here 
you’ll find a very powerful and simple-to-use feature.

Introducing the DRY/WET control in this section is reasonable because it significantly changes the type of 
compression used (parallel or sidechain compression), which is strictly connected to the signal routing control. 
The routing setting and correct use of the DRY/WET control are essential for different sound qualities.
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Preamps:
The SAND3 Channel-strip is equipped with five different smooth and clean preamps sampled from different 
consoles to give you a complete preamp section. All preamps are STEREO except for BUS C. The description 
provided below is only intended as a guide, not a restriction.

MIX = These preamps were sampled directly from a channel-strip of the consoles (LINE-IN). They don’t in-
clude the colour of the original compressor modelled here.

BUS = Designed as a Bus emulation with pronounced time domain distortion.

A mode: A Mic pre that offers accurate transient reproduction (and has the best sounding and most transparent 
VCAs in the channels). It’s an excellent choice if you are looking for a cleaner sounding mic pre for vocals.
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B mode: B Mic pre is a masterpiece sampled directly from a rare console. Higher harmonic distortion and well 
defined analog transient response.
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C mode: Emulation of the Quad Bus Compressor’s preamp.

NOTE: The complete preamplifiers emulations bundle ( 56 different preamps of which 32 MIC, 16 LINE, 8 
GROUP) is included in SAND3 PRE and SAND3EQ standalone plugins.

Details at pag. 37
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Until you fully explore the potential of this section and let the music flow, you won’t realise how amazing it 
is!  After you’ve tried this powerful channel strip, it will take you on a one-of-a-kind sound trip. Among its 
peculiarities is the “Q morphing”, a special effect which allows you to turn the Q knob from Shelf to Bell mode 
through a smooth transition, without pressing any other button.

The EQ section consists of three switchable EQs (modA, modB, modC):

Equalizers:

HF Frequency:
the stepped knob allows you to switch the frequency of the band through 21 
steps from 1.5KHz to 16KHz

HF Gain:
this knob is used to increase or decrease the gain of the band from -20dBu 
to +20dBu

HF Shelf (fixed value)

OFF button to bypass the HF section

EQ
 A

 m
od

e 
- H

F

HMF Bell Frequency:
the stepped knob allows you to switch the frequency of the band through 21 
steps from 0.6KHz to 15KHz

HMF Bell Gain:
this knob is used to increase or decrease the gain of the band from -20dBu 
to +20dBu

HMF Bell Q .3 to 1.4

OFF button to bypass the HMF section

EQ
 A

 m
od

e 
- H

M
F
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HMF/LMF curves - Q: 1.4

HMF/LMF curves - Q: 0.3

LMF Bell Frequency:
the stepped knob allows you to switch the frequency of the band through 21 
steps from 0.05KHz to 1.8KHz

LMF Bell Gain:
this knob is used to increase or decrease the gain of the band from -20dBu 
to +20dBu

LMF Bell Q .4 to 1.0

OFF button to bypass the LMF section

EQ
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F
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LF curves

LF Frequency:
the stepped knob allows you to switch the frequency of the band through 21 
steps from 30Hz to 500Hz

LF Gain:
this knob is used to increase or decrease the gain of the band from -20dBu 
to +20dBu

LF Shelf (fixed value)

OFF button to bypass the LF section

EQ
 A

 m
od

e 
- L

F
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HF Filter Frequency:
the stepped knob allows you to switch the frequency of the band through 21 
steps from 2.85KHz to 20KHz

HF Filter Gain:
this knob is used to increase or decrease the gain of the band from -15dBu 
to +15dBu

HF Filter Type knob allows you to turn the Q knob from Shelf to Bell mode 
through a smooth transition (“Q morphing”)

OFF button to bypass the HF section

EQ
 B

 m
od

e 
- H

F

HF curves - Q: bell

HF curves - Q: mixed
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HMF Bell Filter Frequency:
the stepped knob allows you to switch the frequency of the band through 21 
steps from 0.97KHz to 5.82KHz

HMF Bell Filter Gain:
this knob is used to increase or decrease the gain of the band from
-15dBu to +15dBu

HMF Bell Filter Q .85 to 1.75

OFF button to bypass the HMF section

LMF Bell Filter Frequency:
the stepped knob allows you to switch the frequency of the band through 21 
steps from 0.2KHz to 2.5KHz

LMF Bell Filter Gain:
this knob is used to increase or decrease the gain of the band from
-15dBu to +15dBu

LMF Bell Filter Q 1.0 to 1.9

OFF button to bypass the LMF section

EQ
 B

 m
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e 
- H

M
F

EQ
 B

 m
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M
F

HF curves - Q: shelf
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HMF/LMF curves - Q: 1.75

HMF/LMF curves - Q: 0.85

LF Filter Frequency:
the stepped knob allows you to switch the frequency of the band through 21 
steps from 40Hz to 485Hz

LF Filter Gain:
this knob is used to increase or decrease the gain of the band from -15dBu 
to +15dBu

LF Filter Type knob allows you to turn the Q knob from Shelf to Bell mode 
through a smooth transition (“Q morphing”)

OFF button to bypass the LF section

EQ
 B

 m
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e 
- L

F
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LF curves - Q: bell

LF curves - Q: mixed

LF curves - Q: shelf
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HF Filter Frequency:
the stepped knob allows you to switch the frequency of the band  from 
1.5kHz to 21kHz

HF Filter Gain:
this knob is used to increase or decrease the gain of the band from -18dBu 
to +18dBu

HF Filter Type knob allows you to turn the Q knob from Shelf to Bell mode 
through a smooth transition (“Q morphing”)

OFF button to bypass the HF section

HF curves - Q: bell

EQ
 C

 m
od

e 
- H

F

HF curves - Q: peak

HF curves - Q: shelf
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HMF Bell Filter Frequency:
the stepped knob allows you to switch the frequency of the band from 
0.7kHz to 6.7kHz

HMF Bell Filter Gain: this knob is used to increase or decrease the gain of 
the band from -18dBu to +18dBu.

HMF Bell Filter Q .85 to 1.75

OFF button to bypass the HMF section.

EQ
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HMF curves - Q: narrow

HMF curves - Q: wide
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LMF Bell Filter Frequency:
the stepped knob allows you to switch the frequency of the band from 
0.2KHz to 2 kHz

LMF Bell Filter Gain:
this knob is used to increase or decrease the gain of the band from
-18dBu to +18dBu

LMF Bell Filter Q 1.0 to 1.9

OFF button to bypass the LMF section

EQ
 C

 m
od

e 
- L
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F

LMF curves - Q: narrow

LMF curves - Q:  wide
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LF curves - Q: peak

LF curves - Q: shelf
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LF Filter Frequency:
the stepped knob allows to switch the frequency of the band  from 30Hz to 
600Hz

LF Filter Gain:
this knob is used to increase or decrease the gain of the band from -18dBu 
to +18dBu

LF Filter Type knob allows you to turn the Q knob from Shelf to Bell mode 
through a smooth transition (“Q morphing”)

OFF button to bypass the LF section

EQ
 C

 m
od

e 
- L

F



SAND3 includes three different Cut Filters; Turn the FLT SELECT knob to the desired emulations. 
First step: Bypass (OFF)
Second step:  A mode.
Third step: B mode. 
Fourth step: C mode.

Cut filters A mode

Filters section:

12 dB per octave Low Pass Filter Frequency 22KHz to 3KHz, Out
18 dB per octave High Pass Filter Frequency 16Hz to 350Hz, Out

Filters B curves

12 dB per octave Low Pass Filter Frequency 22KHz to 3KHz, Out
18 dB per octave High Pass Filter Frequency 16Hz to 350Hz, Out

Filters C curves

12 dB per octave Low Pass Filter Frequency 16KHz to 3KHz, Out
18 dB per octave High Pass Filter Frequency 20Hz to 350Hz, Out

OFF button to bypass the Filter section.
The Filters (HP-LP) can be completely bypassed when the controls are turned fully anti-clockwise for the HP 
filter and clockwise for the LP filter to the detented OUT position.
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SAND3 is equipped with three different compressors, Comp A, Comp C and Comp D.

Compressor section:

Comp A is an emulation of a VCA 
stereo unit.
It’s a bus compressor and captures 
the unique British sound of one of 
the best mixing consoles from the 
‘80s. We chose to sample the best 
hardware out there to give you a 
perfect solution.

Comp C is the result of careful re-
search and improvements to have a 
dynamic processor characterized by 
accuracy and versatility.
The attack times of this dynamic 
range compressor are close to some 
other familiar software compres-
sors.
It reigns supreme for ‘glue’ purpos-
es! We believe we are delivering 
a sublime plugin that “does both 
transparency and glue with panache, 
making a mix louder and punchier 
while imparting an expensive, mod-
ern-sounding cohesiveness that has 
probably shaped the sound of more 
hit records than any other over the 
past three decades”.

Comp D mode is the result of the 
faithful sampling  of a line channel 
compressor derived from  one of 
the most famous British consoles 
introduced for the first time into the 
market in 1987.
It’s equipped with a relatively small 
number of controls and parameters 
but this thing does not affect the 
sound, so your mix can be drastically 
changed in a more or less soft way, 
it’s up to you to decide if you want 
either gentle or heavy compression!
Ratio 2:1 makes the compressor 
more transparent, while with 5:1 
you feel its influence more.
20:1 is used when the compressor 
is to be made more aggressive and 
punchy.
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OFF: to bypass the compressor module
CA-CC-CD: these mutual exclusive buttons allow to enable the compressor 

RATIO: This knob sets the compression ratio.
Comp A (CA): available values range from 2:1 to 10:1
Comp C (CC): has 5 ratio values: available values range from 2:1 to 10:1
Comp D (CD): available values range from 2:1 to ∞

MAKEUP: This knob sets the gain compensation and is designed to boost the compressed signal from 0dB to 
+24dB

ATTACK: this knob sets the processor’s attack time.
Comp A (CA): has 6 Attack values: from 0.1ms to 30ms.
Comp C (CC): has 6 Attack values: from 0.1ms to 30ms.
Comp D (CD): has 2 Attack values: from Fast to Slow

RELEASE: this knob sets the processor’s release time.
Comp A has 6 values: from 0.1S to AUTO;
Comp C has 6 values: from 0.1S to AUTO;
Comp D has 7 values: from 0.1S to AUTO;

THRESHOLD: This control sets the threshold point of the compressor/limiter. Comp A: It ranges from -64dB 
to 0dB.
Comp C: It ranges from -64dB to 0dB.
Comp D: It ranges from -64dB to 0dB.

GAIN REDUCTION METER: It measures the reduction level applied
by the compressor, the meter indicates “0” in the absence of any input
signal or gain reduction. If the signal exceeds the compression threshold
or limit level, the amount of gain reduction is displayed

SHMOD: this alters the shape of the attack envelope, al lowing you to fine-tune the attack behavior in order to 
adapt it to any audio source.
Position 2 gives the original attack time of the modeled compressor. Position 1 gives the fastest setting. Going 
from 1 down to 0, a further look-ahead function is ena bled. The global range of the look-ahead zone goes from 
0 to 4 milliseconds.
Values above 2 will slow down the attack time.
This mode has been implemented to increase the accuracy and speed of
the compressor but it’s more expensive (in terms of CPU usage).
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Monitor section:
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SAND3
Standalone Plug-ins Section

As well as the Sand channel-strip we have included another 4 plugins of
the highest quality and excellence in this exceptional

mixing bundle!
We hope you will find the best quality “made in Italy” represented

in these plug-ins! Enjoy!

SAND3  standalone plugins consist of:

SAND3 EQ 
SAND3+G EQ
SAND3+E EQ
SAND3 COMP
SAND 3 PRE
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To help unleash the incredible potential of the SAND3 suite, we have created a BUNDLE which includes the 
SAND channel-strip and each individual module with extra features, enabling sound engineers to use each 
component separately, with a significant saving in terms of CPU. This will help enhance your
mixes, ensuring quality, versatility and the distinctive sound peculiar to Acustica’s plugins.
We hope the standalone plugins will meet our most demanding customers’ requirements.

So, what’s new?

In these plugins you’ll find the same features as the SAND channel-strip and some new important functional-
ities! 
(Please see the CONTROLS section of each standalone plugin  for further details). 

For example, for this product we have introduced a carefully chosen combination of preamps to give you an 
exhaustive virtual console emulation with lots of flexi ble and colorful options, to give you an expensive tone 
and a ver satile, musical way of shaping the sound of your audio material.  In the following chapters we’ll ex-
plain the relative controls and features of each standalone plugin included in this powerful suite.

the SAND3 EQ consists of three switchable 4-band parametric equalizers (A-B-C) plus three different addi-
tional high and low-pass filter sets (A-B-C). 

EQ Model A is derived from a modern British vintage console EQ module (built by the original manufacturer 
brand). Model B, is based on another highly sought-after British EQ module from the same Oxfordshire man-
ufacturer.
Model C, is our third faithful emulation of a recent high-end mixing console made in the UK. It is derived from 
this outstanding desk, initally designed for music production ( it has been acclaimed for use in R&B, Classical 
and Pop genres) and then thanks to its power and flexibility also used by Broadcast and Post-production cus-
tomers. 
Each band of SAND3 EQ is bypassed when the relative EQ SEL knob is turned left at the first step (OFF). Steps 
two, three and four allow you to enable model A/B/C. In this way it is possible to select various combinations 
and choose from different EQ models.

1)  SAND3 EQ

Sand3 Eq - Eq section
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Controls

Sand3 Eq - Preamp section

BYP button: press this button to bypass the plugin.

This standalone plugin is equipped by the same EQ and FILTERS models of the strip version.
 
For details please refer to page 19.
Find a list of the changed/new controls here below:

EQ SEL KNOB (OFF-A-B-C):
it enables the relevant EQ band, according to the chosen model.
-Step one (OFF): it deactivates (bypasses) the EQ band.
 
FLT SEL KNOB (OFF-A-B-C):
SAND3 EQ  features two FLT SEL knob, the leftmost FLT SEL knob allows you to Bypass or select from 
A-B-C HIGHPASS filter. The rightmost FLT SEL knob allows to Bypass or select from A-B-C LOWPASS 
filter.

SAND3 EQs pre-amp section is based on a collection of various hardware units; it emulates the frequency/
phase response and harmonic distortion of their correspond ing circuits. Equipped with the newest Core 14 
AI engine, SAND3 is capable of executing any combination of these pre-amps by loading a single impulse re-
sponse pro gram; this helps to dramatically reduce the CPU con sumption of the plug-in.

This carefully chosen collection of pre-amps is intended to provide the user with a complete virtual console 
emulation with all its flexible and colorful options. The de scription provided below is just a guide: the utiliza-
tion of these pre-amps is best decided by the user on a case per case basis. The engineer’s final judgment should 
always depend on his/her ears and imagination.

The first processing stage of the SAND3 EQ is the input pre-amp section. This section is equipped with 3 
differ ent mutually exclusive pre-amp BANKS (LINE, MIC, GROUP, plus the OFF=bypass button).

• In order to select a specific bank, just press the relevant button. 
As expected, each button is mutually exclusive; as a con sequence, only one pre-amp emulation at a time can be 
activated. Each pre-amp bank contains different emula tions (details below).

• You can then select the pre-amp emulation for each bank by moving the relevant stepped knob. This knob 
al lows you to choose between several input pre-amp emula tions that closely emulate the phase/frequency re-
sponse and harmonic distortion of the original device.
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Controls

1) Pre-amp bypass - press the OFF button (LAMP=ON) to disable the preamp section
2) Line 1-32: 32 different channel paths (Line input to out put)
3) Mic 1-16: 16 different channel paths (Microphone input to output)
4) Bus 1-8: 8 different channel paths from (from Chan nel Insert to a virtual bus output. The signal passes 
through the output transformers. Designed as a sub-mix or master-mix bus emulation which causes pro-
nounced time domain distortions giving a fuller low end.

NOTE: From BUS 01 to BUS 04 are MONO preamps.
 
From BUS 05 to BUS 08 are STEREO preamps.

INPUT TRIM: this function allows for a “one SLIDER” internal gain staging control by automatically linking 
input and output gain stages following an inverse law. The con trol sets the input level from -24dB to +24dB, 
and adjusts the internal operational level of the plug-in. Note that this is different from a standard input gain 
control due to the linked output gain stage, which always ensures that what ever gain change is introduced at 
SAND3’s input, the out put level is automatically compensated so that there’s no perceived level change.

NOTE: when the pre-amp section is bypassed, the Input Trim control has no effect on the plug-in.

OUTPUT: this slider is an output gain control ranging from -24dB to +24dB.

L-R button: Left/Right processing is enabled by selecting the L-R button (the default processing mode).
When this button is enabled, the input signal to the plugin is split into two processing channels, Left & Right. 
The signal is ‘summed’ back to Stereo at the plugin’s output

MID and SIDE buttons: When the MID button is selected, EQ processing is applied to the center of your 
soundstage. On the contrary when the SIDE button is selected, processing is applied to the edges of your 
soundstage.

NOTE: MID and SIDE buttons are mutually exclusive, this doesn’t al low you to make changes to both the Mid 
and Side channels at the same time.
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Meters

VU

PEAK

TRUE PEAK

TRUE PEAK MAX

1

2

3

4

These measure the input signal level of the plugin. The analog (or digital) 
meter used to meas ure the ‘volume’ of a track, meaning by this its RMS (Root 
Mean Square) value. The higher this value, the higher the sound perceived 
by the ear, compared to another whose RMS value is lower, with the vol-
ume settings being the same in each case. The VU Meter and Level Meter are 
equivalent, except that the latter measures peaks and the RMS value placing 
them on a digital scale with a maxi mum level of 0 dBFS. 

These measure the output signal level of the plugin. Digital PPM or Peak 
Program Meters can help you get a sense of the dynamic range of your mix by 
displaying the maximum decibel amplitude level of the audio signal’s wave-
form. Peak metering is designed to respond quickly so that the meter display 
reacts in exact proportion to the voltage of the audio signal. Peak meters are 
also very useful for alerting users to when potential clipping distortion occurs 
caused by the signal spiking over 0 dBFS.

These measure the maximun absolute level of the signal waveform in the 
continuous time domain, measured per ITU-R BS 1770. Its units are dB TP 
meaning decibels relative to nominal 100 per cent, true peak.

This meter type show up the True-peak Max parameter measured in dBFS. it’s 
defined to 1 dbTP measures with meter compliant with both ITUR BS.1770 
and EBU Technical Document 3341. It’s a modern True peak which simulates 
the behavior of an analog converter. NOTE: to refresh the value displayed 
using this meter type is required a RESET using the relative button/control.  
IMPORTANT: this meter type measures exactly the average peak value, not 
eproperly the maximum  peak value.

“Meters are very useful tools because they allow an en gineer to both listen and ‘see’ what happens at the lev el 
of the sound. There are several types of meters with different purposes, among which meeting some technical 
standards required on a worldwide basis and fully compliant with current references.”
Thanks to CORE 14 we have introduced a new metering engine (EVFb) and significant updates.

SAND3 -Input/Output meters

SAND3 is equipped with different  multivariable meters for the INPUT and OUTPUT stages.
This new upgraded version of this incredible plugin adds trial meter displays to show up multi channel meter-
ing: LEFT-RIGHT-MONO.

NOTE: Multi channel metering info is present both in the  Input and Output meters.

These tools help you preserve fidelity throughout mixing and mastering, giving you more time to focus 
on making the best possible recordings. The following info will introduce you to the main features behind 
SAND3’s metering continuing with the detailed description of each INPUT and OUTPUT – STEREO and 
MONO METER types.

FEATURES:

 
- The Reset button will reset the meter and descriptor history.
- The Multiple measurement modes (METERS type):
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K-12 PEAK-
K-12 RMS

K-14 PEAK-
K-14 RMS

K-20 PEAK-
K-20 RMS

5

6

7

K-12 (PEAK-RMS) is one of three K-System meters that differ from most 
other PEAK and RMS meters in that the 0 dB point is shifted “down” from 
the top of the scale. In other words, 0 dB does not correspond to 0 dBFS (the 
highest possible level before clipping). Instead, 0 dB corresponds to -12 dBFS. 
This value can be considered as an “anchor point” that is meant to be the average 
level of your music. This has a subtle implication: rather than focusing on the 
top of the scale (0 dBFS), which might tempt you to maximize your levels, you 
instead focus on an anchor point that represents the average level of your music.  
NOTE: You choose which K-Scale to use based on how much dynamic range 
you require. For recordings with little dynamic range, you might choose 
K-12. For rock, pop and country, you might choose K-14. For classical music, 
you might choose K-20. 
- K-System RMS meters are linear rather than logarithmic. In a linear scale, 
each dB has the same width or height (depending on whether or not the scale 
is horizontal or vertical). With a logarithmic scale, dBs near the “top” of the 
scale are larger than those near the bottom. The non-linear sizing of a loga-
rithmic scale might tempt you to “squash” your levels near the top of the scale, 
since that region appears larger than the rest of the scale. Using a linear scale 
helps to counter-act that temptation.

K-14 (PEAK-RMS) is the second K-System meters that differ from most oth-
er PEAK and RMS meters in that the 0 dB point is shifted “down” from the 
top of the scale. In other words, 0 dB does not correspond to 0 dBFS (the 
highest possible level before clipping). Instead, 0 dB corresponds to -14 dBFS . 
This value can be considered as an “anchor point” that is meant to be the average 
level of your music. This has a subtle implication: rather than focusing on the 
top of the scale (0 dBFS), which might tempt you to maximize your levels, you 
instead focus on an anchor point that represents the average level of your music.   
NOTE: You choose which K-Scale to use based on how much dynamic range 
you require. For recordings with little dynamic range, you might choose 
K-12. For rock, pop and country, you might choose K-14. For classical music, 
you might choose K-20. 
- K-System RMS meters are linear rather than logarithmic. In a linear scale, 
each dB has the same width or height (depending on whether or not the scale 
is horizontal or vertical). With a logarithmic scale, dBs near the “top” of the 
scale are larger than those near the bottom. The non-linear sizing of a loga-
rithmic scale might tempt you to “squash” your levels near the top of the scale, 
since that region appears larger than the rest of the scale. Using a linear scale 
helps to counter-act that temptation. Using a linear scale helps to counter-act 
that temptation.

K-20 (PEAK-RMS) is the third K-System meters that differ from most oth-
er PEAK and RMS meters in that the 0 dB point is shifted “down” from the 
top of the scale. In other words, 0 dB does not correspond to 0 dBFS (the 
highest possible level before clipping). Instead, 0 dB corresponds to -20 dBFS. 
This value can be considered as an “anchor point” that is meant to be the average 
level of your music. This has a subtle implication: rather than focusing on the 
top of the scale (0 dBFS), which might tempt you to maximize your levels, you 
instead focus on an anchor point that represents the average level of your music.  
NOTE: - You choose which K-Scale to use based on how much dynamic range 
you require. For recordings with little dynamic range, you might choose K-12. 
For rock, pop and country, you might choose K-14. For classical music, you 
might choose K-20.
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RMS

LUFS -Momentary 
Loudness (M)

LUFS -Short Term 
Loudness (S)

LUFS -Integrated 
Loudness (I)

PPM Type 1 - IEC 
60268-10)

8

9

10
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- K-System RMS meters are linear rather than logarithmic. In a linear scale, 
each dB has the same width or height (depending on whether or not the scale 
is horizontal or vertical). With a logarithmic scale, dBs near the “top” of the 
scale are larger than those near the bottom. The non-linear sizing of a loga-
rithmic scale might tempt you to “squash” your levels near the top of the scale, 
since that region appears larger than the rest of the scale. Using a linear scale 
helps to counter-act that temptation.

RMS (‘Root Mean Square’) voltage is a complicated-sounding engineering 
measure of the average voltage level of electrical signals.  Because the RMS me-
ter measures ‘average’ levels, a sustained sound reads much higher than a brief 
percussive one, even when both sounds have the same maximum voltage level: 
the reading is dependent on both the amplitude and the duration of peaks in 
the signal. It is intentionally a “slow” measurement, averaging out peaks and 
troughs of short duration to reflect the perceived loudness of the material.  RMS 
meters approximate the way your ear perceives sound levels; your ear will typi-
cally not perceive sharp peaks to be as loud as they really are. In this meter type 
0 dB corresponds to 0 dBFS.

This measures the loudness of the signal as perceived by the human ear, ac-
cording to today’s standards (EBU R 128). These type of meters are extreme ly 
accurate at displaying the perceived loudness of audio material, it was intro-
duced primarily to outline broadcast standards to keep the perceived volume 
of the different shows and adverts the same. To ensure that the difference 
descriptors are measured and reported correctly and not mixed up with other 
measures, any meter that measures according to R 128 must have an “EBU 
MODE”. The first measurement parameter for EBU MODE is the Momen-
tary Loudness,it measures the loudness of the past 400 Milliseconds.

This measures the loudness of the signal as perceived by the human ear, ac-
cording to today’s standards (EBU R 128). These type of meters are extreme ly 
accurate at displaying the perceived loudness of audio material, it was intro-
duced primarily to outline broadcast standards to keep the perceived volume 
of the different shows and adverts the same. To ensure that the difference 
descriptors are measured and reported correctly and not mixed up with other 
measures, any meter that measures according to R 128 must have an “EBU 
MODE”. The first measurement parameter for EBU MODE is the Short Term 
Loudness, it measures the loudness of the past 3 Seconds.

This measures the loudness of the signal as perceived by the human ear, ac-
cording to today’s standards (EBU R 128). These type of meters are extreme ly 
accurate at displaying the perceived loudness of audio material, it was intro-
duced primarily to outline broadcast standards to keep the perceived volume 
of the different shows and adverts the same. To ensure that the difference 
descriptors are measured and reported correctly and not mixed up with other 
measures, any meter that measures according to R 128 must have an “EBU 
MODE”. The third  measurement parameter for EBU MODE is the Integrat-
ed Loudness (Also called Programme Loudness) that indicates how loud the 
programme is on average, and is measured over entire duration of material.

The PPM (Peak Program Meter) is more level orientated and thus works sig-
nificantly faster than the VU meter (30 times faster than VU meters) and a 
much slower fallback or decay time. Peak Program Meters respond to peak 
levels rather than average levels. This makes them especially useful in situa-
tions where distortion or overload is a significant concern, as in digital appli-
cations.
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PPM Type 2
IEC 60268-10

13 The PPM (Peak Program Meter) is more level orientated and thus works signif-
icantly faster than the VU meter (30 times faster than VU meters) and a much 
slower fallback or decay time. Peak Program Meters respond to peak levels rather 
than average levels. This makes them especially useful in situations where distor-
tion or overload is a significant concern, as in digital applications.
PPM Type 2:  Just a little bit of history…
The most famous British public service broadcaster based in Westminster, London, 
used a number of methods of measuring programme volume in its early years, includ-
ing the ‘volume indicator’ and ‘slide-back voltmeter’. 
By 1932, when the corporation moved to other facilities, the first audio meter called 
a ‘programme meter’ was introduced. It was developed by Charles Holt-Smith of the 
Research Department and became known as the ‘Smith meter’. This was the first me-
ter with white markings on a black background. It was driven by a circuit that gave 
a rough logarithmic transfer characteristic, so it could be calibrated in decibels. The 
overall characteristics were the product of the driver circuit and the movement’s bal-
listics.
The  british  BBC PPMs came into service in 1938. It kept the Smith meter’s logarith-
mic, white-on-black display, and included all the key design features that are still used 
to this day with only slight modification: full-wave rectification, fast integration and 
slow return times, and a simple scale calibrated from 1 to 7.  
This PPM became the subject of several formal standards: BS 4297:1968 (superseded); 
BS5428:Part 9:1981 (superseded) and then BS 6840-10:1991. The text of the latter is 
identical to the Type IIa PPM in IEC 60268-10:1991.[9]
Alignment level (0 dBu) and Permitted Maximum Level (+8 dBu) correspond to scale 
marks ‘4’ and ‘6’ respectively.
This BBC PPM was adopted by commercial broadcasters in the UK. Other organisa-
tions around the world, including the EBU, CBC and ABC used the same dynamics 
but with slightly different scales.
Modern British PPMs have a 4 dB spacing between the scale marks. Older designs had a 6 
dB spacing between ‘1’ and ‘2’. This discrepancy can sometimes also be found at the equiva-
lent position on the derived CBC and ABC scales.
From its inception in 1939 until 2009, the PPM display was available in the form of an 
electro-mechanical, moving-coil meter movement with a demanding ballistic specification.

PPM Type 1: In Scandinavia a variant of the DIN PPM known as ‘Nordic’ is 
used. It has the same integration and return times but a different scale, with 
‘TEST’ corresponding to Alignment Level (0 dBu) and +9 corresponding 
to Permitted Maximum Level (+9 dBu).[2][9][10] Compared to the DIN 
scale, the Nordic scale is more logarithmic and covers a somewhat smaller 
dynamic range.
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SAND3 Input Meters
SAND3 input stage includes three different combination of  meter types ( explained in the previous chapter). 
To select the combination move clockwise/anticlockwise the METER SEL knob. Since we are dealing with 
combinations of METER TYPES we have given each combination a specific name shown in the 1-line amber 
alphanumeric display, from now on called the “meter display”. Available meter combinations:

LABEL

VU

K14

R128

METER TYPE (L-R)

VU METERS

K-14 RMS METERS

TRUE PEAK METERS

METER TYPE (MONO)

PEAK METER

K-14 PEAK METER

LUFS
Short Term Loudness (S) METER



SAND3 Output Meters

SAND3 output stage includes twelve different combination of  meter types (explained in the previous chap-
ter). To select the combination move the METER SEL clockwise/anticlockwise. Since we are dealing with 
combinations of METER TYPES we have given each combination a specific name shown in the 1-line amber 
alphanumeric display, from now on called the “meter display”.

Available meter combinations:

LABEL

R128

R128 MO

R128+14

TPEAK

K12

K14

K20

RMS

R128 ST

IEC1 DIN

IEC2 EBU

R 128 IG

METER TYPE (L-R)

TRUE PEAK METERS

LUFS
Short Term Loudness (S) METERS

LUFS Momentary Loudness (M) 
METERS

TRUE PEAK METERS

K-12 RMS METERS

K-14 RMS METERS

K-20 RMS METERS

RMS METERS

LUFS - Short Term Loudness (S) 
METERS

PPM Type 1 - IEC 60268-10)
METERS

PPM Type 2 - IEC 60268-10

LUFS - Integrated Loudness (I) 
METERS

METER TYPE (MONO)

LUFS
Short Term Loudness (S) METER

TRUE PEAK METER

TRUE PEAK METER

TRUE PEAK MAX METER

K-12 PEAK METER

K-14 PEAK METER

K-20 PEAK METER

PEAK METER

LUFS -Momentary Loudness (M) 
METER

PEAK METER

PEAK METER

LUFS -Momentary Loudness (M) 
METER
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In order to provide a complete experience to our customers and equip them with a complete SAND3 EQs 
experience, we have used the valuable contribution of SteDal (SoundDrops) with a view to supplement the Eq 
sections with another two powerful emulations. 

SAND3 PE EQ is the first ‘Homebrew’ EQ built by SOUNDROPS (SteDal) included in the SAND3 suite. It is 
derived from a british console model introduced in 1979 from the same English manufacturer. This specific 
model is considered a ‘classic’ desk which changed mixing forever. 

In this case we have a switchable 4-band parametric equalizers plus an additional high and low-pass fil ter and 
a preamp sections.

Each band is enabled when the relative ON button is pressed (led OFF = the section is bypassed).

2)  SAND3+E EQ

Controls

ON BUTTON: This button enables the relevant EQ band.

AVAILABLE BANDS

HF Section
Comprises a 12dB per octave PEAK/SHELF filter with variable cutoff frequency and boost/cut control. 
-Available Frequencies range ( from 1.5 to 16 kHz); ±15dB;
BELL button: The BELL button modifies the response of  High (HF) frequency band. It toggles between Shelf 
(LAMP off) and Bell (LAMP on). 

HMF Section
Continuosly variable Q (filter width), gain and centre frequency controls.
-Available Frequencies ranges from 0.2 to 2.5 kHz; ±15dB;
Q BUTTON: The Q button modifies the bandwidth of High-Mid (LMF) band. 
It toggles between Wide (off) and Narrow (on).
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LMF Section
Continuous variable Q (filter width) gain and centre frequency controls.
-Available Frequencies ranges from 0.2 to 2.5 kHz; ±15dB;
Q BUTTON: The Q button modifies the bandwidth of Low-Mid (HMF) band. 

LF Section
Comprises a 12dB Octave PEAK/SHELF with a variable cutoff frequency and boost/cut control
-Available Frequencies range  from 30 to 450 Hz; ±15dB;
BELL button: The BELL button modifies the response of  Low (LF) frequency band. It toggles between Shelf 
(LAMP off) and Bell (LAMP on). 

Filters

The Filter can be completely bypassed when the controls are turned fully anticlockwise (HP filter) and clock-
wise (LP filter) to the OUT position.
The High pass filter has a slope of 12 dB per Octave and the Low pass filter has a slope of 12dB per octave. 
The HP filter has an additional button to switch from 12 to 18 dB/octave slope.
 
ON button: You can easily enable each filter by pushing the ON buttons included in the filters section.

Other controls

PRE BUTTON: Press this button (LAMP=ON) to activate the PREAMP of the plug-in.
 The SAND3+E EQ  is equipped with the LINE 01 preamp included in the SAND3 EQ (Input Preamp section).

INPUT TRIM: this function allows for a “one SLIDER” internal gain staging control by automatically linking 
input and output gain stages following an inverse law. The con trol sets the input level from -24dB to +24dB, 
and adjusts the internal operational level of the plug-in. Note that this is different from a standard input gain 
control due to the linked output gain stage, which always ensures that what ever gain change is introduced at 
Sand3’s input, the out put level is automatically compensated so that there’s no perceived level change.

NOTE: when the pre-amp section is bypassed, the Input Trim control has no effect on the plug-in.

OUTPUT: this slider is an output gain control ranging from -24dB to +24dB.

L-R button: Left/Right processing is enabled by selecting the L-R button (the default processing mode).
When this button is enabled, the input signal to the plugin is split into two processing channels, Left & Right. 
The signal is ‘summed’ back to Stereo at the plugin’s output

MID and SIDE buttons: When the MID button is selected, EQ processing is applied to the center of your 
soundstage. On the contrary when the SIDE button is selected, processing is applied to the edges of your 
soundstage.

NOTE: MID and SIDE buttons are mutually exclusive, this doesn’t al low you to make changes to both the Mid 
and Side channels at the same time.

Meters

SAND3 PE EQ is equipped by the same INPUT/OUTPUT meters included in SAND3 EQ, so please refer to 
page 39 for details.
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SAND3 PG EQ is the second of two ‘Homebrew’ EQ built by SOUNDROPS (SteDal), it is derived from a cele-
brated UK console introduced in 1993 on the market.
It consists of a switchable 4-band parametric equalizers with a preamp section plus an additional high and low-
pass fil ter sets.

Each band is enabled when the relative ON button is pressed (led OFF = the section is bypassed).

3)  SAND3+G EQ

Controls

ON BUTTON: This button enables the relevant EQ band.

AVAILABLE BANDS

HF Section
Comprises a 12dB per octave shelf filter with variable cutoff frequency and boost/cut control. 
-Available Frequencies range ( from 1.5 to 16 kHz); ±18dB;

HMF Section
Continuosly variable Q (filter width), gain and centre frequency controls.
X3 button: this button operates on the High Mid band centre frequency control by multipling the frequency 
range by a factor of 3. This allows the HMF section to be used in the HF region.
-Available Frequencies ranges ( from 0.2 to 2.5 kHz or 0.6 to 7.5 kHz using the x3 frequency multiplier button); 
±21dB;

LMF Section
Continuous variable Q (filter width) gain and centre frequency controls.
÷3 button: this button operates on the Low Mid band centre frequency control by dividing the frequency range 
by a factor of 3. This allows the LMF section to be used in the LF region.
-Available Frequencies range ( from 0.2 to 2.5 kHz or 60 to 850 Hz using the ÷3 frequency divider button); 
±21dB;
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LF Section

Comprises a 12dB Octave shelf with a variable cutoff frequency and boost/cut control
-Available Frequencies range ( from 30 to 450 Hz); ±18dB;

Filters

The Filter can be completely bypassed when the controls are turned fully anticlowise (HP filter) and clockwise 
(LP filter) to the OUT position.
The High pass filter has a slope of 12 dB per Octave and the Low pass filter has a slope of 12dB per octave. 
The HP filter has an additional button to switch from 12 to 18 dB/octave slope.
 
ON button: You can easily enable each filter pushing the ON buttons included in the filters section.

Other controls

PRE BUTTON: Press this button (LAMP=ON) to activate the PREAMP of the plug-in. 

The SAND3 PG EQ  is equipped with the LINE 01 preamp included in the SAND3 EQ (Input Preamp section). 

INPUT TRIM: this function allows for a “one SLIDER” internal gain staging control by automatically linking 
input and output gain stages following an inverse law. The con trol sets the input level from -24dB to +24dB, 
and adjusts the internal operational level of the plug-in. Note that this is different from a standard input gain 
control due to the linked output gain stage, which always ensures that what ever gain change is introduced at 
SAND3’s input, the out put level is automatically compensated so that there’s no perceived level change.

NOTE: when the pre-amp section is bypassed, the Input Trim control has no effect on the plug-in.

OUTPUT: this slider is an output gain control ranging from -24dB to +24dB.

L-R button: Left/Right processing is enabled by selecting the L-R button (the default processing mode).
When this button is enabled, the input signal to the plugin is split into two processing channels, Left & Right. 
The signal is ‘summed’ back to Stereo at the plugin’s output

MID and SIDE buttons: When the MID button is selected, EQ processing is applied to the center of your 
soundstage. On the contrary when the SIDE button is selected, processing is applied to the edges of your 
soundstage.

NOTE: MID and SIDE buttons are mutually exclusive, this doesn’t al low you to make changes to both the Mid 
and Side channels at the same time.

Meters

SAND3+G EQ is equipped by the same INPUT/OUTPUT meters included in SAND3 EQ, so please refer to 
page 39 for details.
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4)  SAND3 Comp

SAND3 COMP is a plug-in emulation inspired by 3 different British units. This standalone compressor fea-
tures 3 British dynamic proces sors, the same outstanding emulations included in the strip version providing a 
complementary ‘British sound’ plug-in suite filled with great sonic “flavour” and extreme flexibility.

Controls

Please find a list of the changed/new controls of this standalone plugin here below

Input trim: this function allows for a “one knob” in ternal gain staging control by automatically linking input 
and output gain stages following an inverse law. The con trol sets the input level from -24dB to +24dB, and ad-
justs the internal operational level of the plug-in. Note that this is different from a standard input gain control 
due to the linked output gain stage, which always ensures that what ever gain change is introduced at SAND3’s 
input, the out put level is automatically compensated so that there’s no perceived level change.

SC button: to activate the external side-chain of the compressors
 
Filter: This control sets the cut frequency of a very gentle 1-pole high-pass filter inserted in the side-chain path. 
Generally, the higher the frequency, the smaller the amount of gain reduction, since less of the low frequen-
cies will be affecting the compressor/limiter action. The leftmost position of this knob bypasses the filter. 

Mix: It controls the proportion between the original (dry) and ‘effected’ (wet) signals.
In other words, it determines the balance between the compressed and uncompressed signal.
Range: 0% to 100%.

SAND3 COMPs pre-amp section is based on a collection of various hardware units; it emulates the frequency/
phase response and harmonic distortion of their correspond ing circuits. Equipped with the newest Core 14 
AI engine, SAND3 is capable of executing any combination of these pre-amps by generating a single impulse 
response pro gram; this helps to dramatically reduce the CPU consumption of the plug-in.

Sand3 Comp - Preamp section
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Details

The processing stage of the SAND3 COMP is characterized by a single pre-amp BANK:  BUS preamps, plus 
the BUS button= to enable/bypass the preamp stage in the compressor.

• In order to select the preamp just press the relevant BUS button. 
Only one pre-amp emulation at a time can be activated. 

• You can then select the pre-amp emulation for each bank by moving the relevant stepped knob. This knob 
al lows to choose between several input pre-amp emula tions that closely emulate the phase/frequency response 
and harmonic distortion of the original device.

1) BUS Pre-amp bypass - press the BUS button (LAMP=ON) to enables the preamp section

2) Bus 1-8: 8 different channel paths (from the Chan nel Insert to a virtual bus output. The signal passes through 
the output transformers. Designed as a sub-mix or master-mix bus emulation which causes pronounced time 
domain distortions giving a fuller low end.

NOTE: From BUS 01 to BUS 04 are MONO preamps.
From BUS 05 to BUS o8 are STEREO preamps.

5)  SAND3 Pre

SAND3 PRE includes the same preamps emulation included in the SAND3 EQ.
Please refer to pag. 39 for details.

Controls

Please find a list of the controls of this standalone plugin here below

Input trim: this function allows for a “one knob” in ternal gain staging control by automatically linking input 
and output gain stages following an inverse law. The con trol sets the input level from -24dB to +24dB, and ad-
justs the internal operational level of the plug-in. Note that this is different from a standard input gain control 
due to the linked output gain stage, which always ensures that what ever gain change is introduced at SAND3’s 
input, the out put level is automatically compensated so that there’s no perceived level change.

NOTE: when the pre-amp section is bypassed, the Input Trim control has no effect on the plug-in.

OUTPUT: this slider is an output gain control ranging from -24dB to +24dB.
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Preset Management

The SAND3EQ includes AI (Artificial Intelligence) Presets.
By clicking the “PRESET” drop down menu on the left hand side of  SAND3EQ you can select a preset from 
the displayed list. You can choose between several pre sets. You may find a detailed list of the presets in the 
following Chapter “AI PRESET LIST & CREDITS”.
A normal preset would simply load the same settings each time you use it. Our AI Presets are based on a huge 
amount of data sampled from real-life mixing sessions by renowned engineers. Any AI Preset will assess the 
au dio being fed into the plug-in and then, based on the data stored in its memory, it will automatically modify 
the EQ settings, emulating what the referenced engineer would have done in the same situation.

Here’s the procedure to obtain the best results:
- loop a short section of audio that you deem is most sig nificant for the AI evaluation. The analyzed time frame 
is quite short (only a couple of seconds) so different points in the audio will obviously produce different results;
- click the preset you would like to use;
- sit back and watch as the eq settings change.

This brand new technology works very well on individu al tracks and groups, whereas results on the master 
bus may vary.
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Preset Technique (used in the AI capture phase)
- EQ for individual tracks, in particular voice and drums
- EQ for Mix Bus purposes

Alex Trecarichi - Class 1977, Alex Trecarichi has been involved in countless productions for recording, mix-
ing, mastering, arrang ing, producing and playing instruments for some of the most famous Italian artists and 
TV Shows.
Alex has toured as FOH engineer with some of the best Ital ian acts and travelled the world for passion, getting 
in touch with thousands people, learning languages and.. life!Loving sharing his knowledge, Alex took the 
opportunity to teach at SAE Insitute, IED and in many other schools all over his country.
Co-founder of the RESET! collective, in 2007 he started organ izing huge parties and producing electronic 
music, remixing and working with international dance artists such as Fatboy Slim, Cassius and many more.
In September 2012 Alex opened Monodynamic Studio, where he has produced and mixed several multiple 
platinum hits 

Alex Trecarichi
www.alextrecarichi.it

Preset Technique (used in the AI capture phase)
-EQ for single instruments, Drums, Strings, keys, Synth, Guitars, Male, Female Vocals. 

Born under the oceanic sun of England in 1984, Jamie went on to become an Audio Visual/Crestron Techni-
cian in the Royal College of Surgeons in Ireland, He is a Studio Mix Engineer in his own Studio as well as being 
a Musician, Songwriter, Audio plugin/Hardware consultant, and most importantly a Word spreader of vital 
information. Jamie is the Creator of Acustica Audiophiles on Facebook as well as the Facebook Page Plugin 
Review. Jamie likes long walks on the beach, purple M&M’s and Vanilla Lattes.

Preset Sampling Techniques [used in the AI capture phase]:
- EQ for individual tracks [Drum, Guitar, Synth, voice]
- EQ for Mix Bus purposes

Federico Pelle - born in 1972, started his career as piano player but as soon as the technology became affordable 
he built up his personal home studio. In 1999, after some years of experiences in live concerts, he moved from 
the bedroom to the basement family house: The Basement Studio is born. In 2014 the future of his recording 
studio as an integral part of new environments and collaborations, finds its realization in Basement | GROUP, 
the most important leap in its history.

01. AI ALEX TRECARICHI

02. JAMIE DOCKERTY

03. AI FEDERICO PELLE
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The “Super Experience” AI Preset is the result of com bined learning by the following sound engineers who 
have worked for this intense project:
- Alex Trecarichi
- Jamie Dockerty
- Federico Pelle
- Oleg Yorshoff 
- Marcus Boeltz
- Cristian Milani
- Mirko Cascio

Needless to say, we are most appreciative of their pre cious contribution to this project.

Preset Technique (used in the AI capture phase)

- EQ for Stereo Bus (Songs and Instrumentals in various genres)
- EQ for Submixes (Drums)
- EQ for individual tracks:
- Various Basses (incl. one Double Bass and Funk Slap Bass)
- Various Lead Vocals (male and female)
- Various E-Gtrs (Riffs, Rhythm Gtrs, Clean Gtrs, Gilmour-ish Delay Gtrs, Rock Gtr Solos)
- Various Accoustic Gtrs (muted as well as open chords)
- Various Keys (Hammond, Fender Rhodes, Wurlitzer)
- Various Kick Drums (real drums)
- Various Snare Drums (real drums)
- Various Floor Toms (real drums)
- Various Rack Toms (real drums)
- Various Overheads (real drums)
- Various Hi-Hats (real drums)
- Various Ride Cymbals (real drums)

Preset Sampling Technique (used in the AI capture phase)
- General Purpose EQ suitable for individual audio sourc es, group busses and mixbus.

Oleg “Yorshoff” Yershov – mixing and mastering engineer, pro audio journalist and respected audio mentor 
and ed ucator from Ukraine. Former classical piano player, then heavy metal touring vocalist Oleg now focuses 
on studio work for different artists producing different genres and styles of music – from synth-pop and Indie 
to EDM, at mospheric black metal and countless Hip-Hop artists all over East Europe. 
In 2013 Oleg launched YorshoffMix, a Youtube-channel with the aim of helping Russian speaking audio engi-
neers to grow and become better educated in music production, mixing and mastering. In addition, Oleg writes 
for Future Music Russia magazine.

Yorshoff Mix | Mixing & Mastering Services
www.yorshoffmix.com/

05. AI ALL

06. MARCUS BOELTZ

04. AI OLEG YORSHOFF
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Marcus Boeltz is a Producer, Drummer & Composer with over 3.000 music placements in TV and Film world-
wide and has scored for Oscar-nominated director Peter Spirer. He has worked with GRAMMY- and multi 
platinum winning artist Joanne Shenandoah. He has also worked with guitarist Mike Landau and Bassists 
Martin Motnik (ACCEPT) and Philip Bynoe (Steve Vai).

PRESET SAMPLE TECHNIQUE Used in the C capture Phase (OMG!)
-EQ for individuals (Vocals, Guitar, Drum)
-EQ for Master Group

Born in the province of Venice in 1976,
Producer, sound engineer, artistic consultant.
He graduated as a Sae in 1998 with good results.
He moved to Catania alongside Francesco Virlinzi where he was appointed first technical manager, successive-
ly resident engineer, ending up as artistic director of Cyclope Records. (Carmen Consoli - Venuti - Moltheni) 
At the beginning of 2002 he left Catania, to move to Paris and work for Plus XXX Studio alongside Henry 
Padovani (Police), refining in those years a predisposition to music production, recording and mixing.
He created a studio in Venice: NOShoes. and he founded “Beatclash” a Replay Jeans startup for scouting emerg-
ing music.
He moved to Milan and worked on mixes and produced Italian and international artists. He has worked on 
(Tracking, Mixing or Producing) more than 150 albums and almost 400 singles and as a FOH live sound engi-
neer for many tours and hundreds of concerts.
In recent years he has collaborated with numerous television programs including The Voice: Producer and 
Post Production Music Supervisor.
X Factor: Producer and Music Consultant.

He lives and works in Milan where he has his own studio.
ROOFtop Studio
www.cristianmilani.com

Preset Technique (used in the AI capture phase)
- EQ for individual tracks, in particular voice and drums
- EQ for Mix Bus purposes

Born in Rome in 1973, in 1991 he started to work as a Sound Engineer for both studio and live sessions. In 
1995 he joined a team which released some of the most important Dance Hits worldwide, featuring artists of 
the likes of Blackwood and Chase.
From 1999 to 2005 he worked as a Sound Engineer at Stemma Studio, in Rome, where he worked for major 
and independent labels.
From 2005 to 2013 he worked as a Sound Engineer (live and studio) for Daniele Silvestri.
Since 2013 he has been working as a Sound Engineer (live and studio) with various Italian famous pop artists 
such as Fabrizio Moro, Paola Turci and Federica Carta.
He currently works also with “House of Glass” a recording studio based in Viareggio, Italy. 
He also works as a Sound Engineer for Movie Soundtracks directed by film director such as Max Bruno, P. 
Genovese and many others.

07. CRISTIAN MILANI

08. AI MIRKO CASCIO
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